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This device is even lighter, but it does what it's designed to do: Windows and office applications. Let's not forget that in
Windows files should be centralized: for example, access to folders, disk images, journal. All this belongs to a single
centralized service. The computer must be able to unload certain files and / or groups of files from it and unpack them in
another file system. Such as, for example, PATH (access to directories on a remote computer) or ZIP (a package for
unpacking files). Windows Media Player is a software product for playing DVDs, CDs and other audio-video files, as
well as streaming audio and video. The MMS recording technology in Windows is as follows: audio files with graphics
(high-resolution images) are mostly MPEG-4, and high-resolution video files (stereo in most cases) are MPEG 4 format.
In Windows 8, almost any multimedia video and audio format is acceptable for playback.There are a number of
circumstances that should be considered when working with the program: - video and sound must be recorded in a
format supported by Windows, otherwise the system will not be able to recognize them; - the video format must contain
allowed multimedia elements. This feature is enabled by setting the appropriate property in the program; Output
characteristics of some software products. Consider the output characteristic of the software used in the implementation
of multimedia and sound recording. The quality of image transmission in digital format depends on the number of color
channels (RGB), the number of colors, their shades and the bit width of the picture. At the same time, all television
consists of three main parts: Analog TV receiver, analog picture and analog transmission. The analog picture conversion
circuit operates in devices with little feedback and operate at high bandwidth levels, while digital TVs operate at
minimum bandwidth levels and in receiving conditions. Digital TV signal. The digital image consists of "disassembled"
signals in heterogeneous forms, which are encoded in order to transmit information over long distances. Digital
transmission of a digital image signal uses the same logic as analog recording. Converting a digital image using
compression algorithms improves the quality of the transmitted signal. This scheme also makes it possible to reduce the
cost of the transmitted image (for example, for HDTV broadcasting). The Distributed Transfer System implemented by
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